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I. OVERVIEW 

A year and a half after the Western Hemisphere’s deadliest 
earthquake devastated Haiti, 650,000 victims still wait for 
permanent housing in more than 1,000 unstable emergency 
camps dotting Port-au-Prince. The first storms of the 2011 
hurricane season have flooded 30 camps, forcing tent 
dwellers to flee and killing 28 persons nationally. Michel 
Martelly, who replaced René Préval as president on 14 
May, faces an immediate crisis in the growing frustrations 
of the victims in the camps and those with near identical 
unmet basic needs who remain in the urban slums. Forced 
evictions, some violent, along with the reappearance of 
criminal gangs in those camps and slums, add to the vola-
tile mix. Adopting, communicating and setting in motion 
a comprehensive resettlement strategy, with full input from 
the victims and local communities, is the first critical re-
construction challenge he must meet in order to restore 
stability. It will also test the capacity for common interna-
tional action beyond emergency relief after a year of dis-
turbing divisions within the UN country team and among 
donors over resettlement strategy.  

Following a gruelling election, Haiti must turn to the pri-
ority of national reconstruction: resettling quake victims, 
removing rubble and rebuilding neighbourhoods. The 2010 
disaster killed over 250,000 and forced an estimated 1.5 
million into camps, while the absence of a uniform resettle-
ment policy has stymied promised progress on decentralisa-
tion, economic renewal and reducing overcrowded urban 
communities’ vulnerability. Neighbourhoods victimised 
by decades of anarchic construction and weak to non-
existent land titles and zoning remain highly vulnerable to 
natural disaster. Evictions – without due process or tenable 
housing alternatives – have forced massive unplanned re-
turns, including to Port-au-Prince slums where tents and 
shacks have been set up on or near old residences and new, 
spontaneous camps created. Close to half the displaced 
have remained in the original camps, with no clear under-
standing of the future and rising unhappiness at increased 
violence. Responding to those vulnerable tent camps is a 
core reconstruction challenge, with serious implications for 
peace, stability and security.  

All political actors need to make housing alternatives safer 
and more sustainable in Port-au-Prince and adjoining 
quake-hit areas. That requires a decentralised national re-
construction program such as is enshrined in the govern-
ment’s Action Plan for National Recovery and Development 
(PARDN) and was endorsed at the March 2010 donors 
conference. Beyond a planned but not yet built industrial 
park in Cap Haïtien, however, there are few signs that Haiti 
is building back better since donors pledged to contribute 
more than $5.7 billion over eighteen months and $10 billion 
over ten years to finance recovery. To manage this effort, 
Haiti and donors negotiated an Interim Haitian Recovery 
Commission (IHRC) as a hybrid body to speed approval 
of projects and coordinate efforts. It has enabled donors 
and government officials to exchange plans, but decision-
making and donor disbursement have been mostly slow, 
particularly outside the capital. Many refugees have re-
turned to Port-au-Prince exacerbating problems in the capi-
tal’s poor neighbourhoods, where the bulk of those living in 
tent cities ultimately must resettle.  

If reconstruction is to right the many imbalances that have 
made Haiti poor and prone to disasters, violence and con-
flict, it is paramount that the Martelly government set out 
a resettlement policy rapidly that engages the victims and 
is less about closing the camps, more about building stable, 
less violent communities and not only in the capital. The 
pilot plan for closing six camps and resettling their resi-
dents his administration has put forward is an important 
first step that deserves support, but the most vulnerable 
camps should be added to it quickly. To move resettle-
ment forward in a more sustainable fashion, the govern-
ment and international community must then: 

 design, develop and implement a comprehensive strategy 
that includes a moratorium on evictions and time-
bound agreements with camp site owners; addresses 
livelihoods; promotes housing reconstruction based on 
improved practices; and integrates rubble removal with 
return of the displaced, while providing services in both 
old and new communities, in parallel with clear deci-
sions and policies on land tenure and access; 

 propose legislation to establish a national housing 
authority and in the interim establish immediately, by 
decree, a one-stop shop for planning, coordinating and 
implementing the new policy through a strengthened 
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secretariat of the Inter-ministerial Committee for Territo-
rial Development (CIAT) under the prime minister; 

 enhance security in the neighbourhoods to which the dis-
placed return by providing proximity policing through in-
clusion of the Haitian National Police (HNP) in resettle-
ment programs, supported by the UN police (UNPOL), 
while working to deploy community policing as soon as 
that is feasible; 

 decentralise resettlement to give it and reconstruction 
a more grassroots approach by strengthening the human, 
financial and material resources of the municipalities; 

 speed up investment plans in the eight major port cities 
and surrounding agricultural areas, in order to generate 
employment and stem the flow of rural migrants to 
Port-au-Prince;  

 begin immediately planning the IHRC transition, if nec-
essary by extending its mandate for six months beyond 
the October 2011 sunset date, to avoid gaps and delays in 
funding and project execution; 

 bridge the gap between IHRC work and the govern-
ment’s by putting key ministers on the IHRC board and 
modifying its procedures to stimulate more rapid project 
approval and broader communication of decisions, par-
ticularly to the displaced population; 

 provide at once new donor funds or re-program existing 
funding to support resettlement of the first six camps and 
add other camps progressively, particularly those most 
vulnerable to flooding; and  

 create mechanisms urgently to make land tenure more 
secure and improve land registries. 

II. THE POLITICAL CONTEXT 

The Martelly inauguration ended a long wait for Haitians, 
who first went to the polls in November 2010 with expec-
tations that a new leader could open the way to accelerated 
resettlement and recovery, greater economic stability, in-
creased social and political cohesion and less violence. 
Crisis Group noted at the time that the elections would be 
only a first step toward putting the country on a firm path to 
stability and national reconstruction.1 After an electoral 
process rife with discord and ongoing grievances,2 the 
 
 
1 For background on preparations for the elections, see Crisis 
Group Latin America/Caribbean Report N°35, Haiti: The Stakes of 
the Post-quake Elections, 27 October 2010. 
2 In addition to the challenges discussed in ibid, on 28 November, 
hours into the vote, twelve presidential candidates including 
now President Martelly and his run-off foe, Mirlande Manigat, 
asked their party agents to abandon the polling stations and 

next step should be to build national political consensus on a 
program to overcome decades of political, social, economic 
and geographic divisions.  

Even the president’s close associates agree that the new 
administration will have only a very brief honeymoon.3 His 
campaign raised high expectations with promises of free 
primary education for all, jobs for youth, housing for the 
displaced and agricultural development for farmers. The 
daunting task is to pursue reconstruction in a country where 
75 per cent of the population lives in poverty; over 50 per 
cent of its food is imported, and food insecurity is increas-
ing in several departments;4 55 per cent of the workforce is 
inactive; and some 650,000 are housed in unstable tent 
camps. To tackle these challenges, however, he must first 
get over serious political hurdles.5 

Cohabitating with parliament is the first difficulty, attaining 
consensus on reconstruction an even greater one. Although 
he won the 20 March run-off handily with the support 
of voters tired of the traditional political class, turnout was 
low.6 The electoral process was characterised by contro-
versy, widespread technical and operational errors, fear of 
violence, a boycott by a number of traditional parties and 
the exclusion from parliamentary or presidential elections 

 
 
demanded annulment of the elections. Martelly and Manigat 
later reversed their positions, but over half the nineteen candi-
dates did not, including Jean Henry Céant, Yves Cristalin (two 
Fanmi Lavalas associates) and Charles Henry Baker, who fin-
ished fourth, sixth and eighth respectively in the first round. 
Crisis Group direct observation, November 2010-February 2011. 
3 Crisis Group interview, Haitian businessman, Port-au-Prince, 
12 May 2011. He said, problems would find the new president; 
the question is whether they come from those who voted for 
him and defended his chance at the second round in the streets 
in December or from the business and elite sectors who tradi-
tionally co-opt governments to protect their economic interests.  
4 Since April, the increase in oil and food prices and the resur-
gence of cholera have contributed to above normal acute mal-
nutrition in several communes in the West, North West, South 
East, North East and Grand Anse departments, where many 
households cannot meet basic food requirements without external 
help or liquidating their assets, such as seed stock. See “Haïti: 
Perspective sur la sécurité alimentaire”, National Coordination 
for Food Security (CNSA), May 2011, www.cnsahaiti.org/ 
bulletins/Bulletins%20conjoncturel/Bulletin_Mai_2011.pdf. 
5 Jacqueline Charles, “Martelly faces myriad challenges as he 
begins term as Haiti president”, The Miami Herald, 14 May 2011. 
6 Martelly won with over 67 per cent of the valid votes. Press re-
lease 99, Provisional Electoral Council (CEP), 20 April 2011, and 
final results of the second round, www.cep-ht.org. The CEP has 
not announced turnout, but local and international media called it 
poor. Martelly received the votes of 16 per cent (716,986) of the 
4.7 million registered voters, www.cephaiti2010.org/index.php? 
option=com_weblinks&view=category&id=65&Itemid=259.  
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or both of fourteen parties, including Fanmi Lavalas, ex-
President Aristide’s vehicle.7 

The opposition Inité platform of former President René 
Préval has over half the seats in the Senate and at least a 
third of those in the National Assembly. Most other opposi-
tion parties within the parliament also need persuading; 
many are still unhappy with the apparent fraud surround-
ing the elections.8 Achieving legislative consensus has been 
made even more difficult by confusion, frustration and 
anger over the outcome of proposed constitutional amend-
ments. Instead of enjoying general support as expected, 
these now are another source of division, because there is 
disagreement over what version of those amendments was 
actually approved late at night by the parliament and pub-
lished in the official gazette.9  

Dispute over the final results of nineteen parliamentarian 
seats is hindering formation of the opposition bloc in the 
legislature.10 The selection of a prime minister and cabinet 

 
 
7 In polling stations Crisis Group observed in the Port-au-Prince 
metropolitan area, several voters could not find their names on 
the list; essential material, such as ballots and indelible ink was 
delayed, forcing stations to open as many as five hours late. See 
also “Haiti After the Vote”, editorial, The New York Times, 30 
November 2010; Jacqueline Charles, “Préval urges calm as 
electoral violence rocks Haiti”, The Miami Herald, 8 December 
2010; Jonathan Katz, “Post-election Violence Reported in Hai-
tian Town”, Associated Press, 30 November 2010. Lavalas was 
ruled to have failed to satisfy registration requirements for the 
parliamentary elections, after which it declined to seek registra-
tion to run a presidential candidate. 
8 The second largest force in parliament, for example, is Alter-
native, with five Senate seats and more in the lower house. It 
boycotted the elections, but its already registered candidates 
stayed in the process. Crisis Group interviews, local and inter-
national analysts, Port-au-Prince, April 2011. 
9 Crisis Group interviews, local political analysts, Port-au-Prince, 
17 and 24 May 2011. See also statement of parliament action, 
various local radios, Solidarité, Vision 2000, Caraibes, 10 May 
2011; Radio Solidarité, Caribes, 17 May for reports of the erro-
neous version published in Le Moniteur. One of the main errors 
discovered is inclusion of the alignment of electoral terms for 
president, senator and deputies, widely desired by both national 
and international actors to reduce the cost of frequent elections 
but reportedly not voted by parliament on 9 May 2011. Mar-
telly issued a decree 3 June voiding the amendments published 
in Le Moniteur, and the parliament is investigating how the 
confusion occurred.  
10  Preliminary results indicated that all nineteen of the disputed 
seats had been won by parties other than Inité. In its 20 April 
proclamation of the final results, however, the CEP awarded 
fifteen of them to Inité. Following an OAS verification, which 
recommended upholding the preliminary results for all nine-
teen, the CEP set up a special review tribunal, which upheld the 
preliminary results on fifteen seats but awarded three of the re-
maining four to Inité. In mid-June, President Martelly published 
the original results for the fifteen seats on which the preliminary 

that balances both political and regional representation would 
be an asset. However, a confirmation hearing for the prime 
minister nominee, Daniel-Gérard Rouzier, was delayed for 
weeks by prolonged behind-the-scenes dealings over cabinet 
positions, and on 21 June, the lower house voted down 
Rouzier’s candidacy by 42 votes to 19, with three absten-
tions.11 His rejection confirms that the cohabitation between 
the executive and legislative will be difficult and raises fears 
that a political impasse will further hamper reconstruction.  

A second challenge to consensus building is dealing effec-
tively with political grievances so as not to provide oppor-
tunities for spoilers to divert attention from the core ob-
jective of national reconstruction. A number of political 
leaders boycotted the elections, due to lack of confidence 
in the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP), while others, 
who lost in the first round, continue to call for annulment 
of the results due to widespread irregularities.12 The ex-
clusion from the parliamentary elections and consequent 
absence from parliament of Fanmi Lavalas is another se-
rious complication.13 So too would be any decision by the 
government to undermine prosecution of former dictator 
Jean-Claude Duvalier.14 If Martelly is to build consensus 

 
 
results had been upheld, but said nothing about the remaining 
four, which remain in limbo. 
11 Martelly announced Daniel-Gérard Rouzier as his nominee 
for prime minister on 21 May 2011. Like Martelly, he is a vir-
tual newcomer to politics, but he has wide management experi-
ence. He had not been expected to face much opposition in par-
liament, though he is seen as a member of Haiti’s elite, and there 
were early fears that he would be an unpopular choice. Crisis Group 
interviews, local businessman, Port-au-Prince, 12 May 2011; 
national and international political analysts, Port-au-Prince, 23-
24 May 2011. See also Trenton Daniel, “Martelly wants busi-
ness leader as prime minister”, Associated Press, 16 May 2011. 
Parliamentarians, particularly from Inité and the GPR, attempted, 
however, to negotiate on cabinet positions as a condition for 
Rouzier’s confirmation. Crisis Group interviews, national and 
international actors, Port-au-Prince, 23-26 May and 6 June 2011. 
12 For background, see Crisis Group Report, Haiti: The Stakes 
of the Post-quake Elections, op. cit.  
13 Aristide returned to Haiti on 18 March 2011, after seven 
years of exile in South Africa. His return two days before the 
second round raised concerns about derailment of the elections, 
but he has kept a low profile. Crisis Group interview, former 
Aristide minister, Pétion-Ville, 14 April 2011. 
14 Duvalier returned on 16 January 2011 and is under investiga-
tion for embezzlement, torture and other serious human rights 
violations. Martelly spoke controversially in April of a possible 
amnesty for Duvalier and Aristide. He is a past opponent and 
outspoken critic of Aristide. In 2002-2004, Martelly partici-
pated in the demonstrations that helped force Aristide into exile. 
He has been close to the military, some of whom were Duvalier 
allies. Some members of his team are known as Duvalierists, 
and he is perceived as a sympathiser. Crisis Group interviews, 
national and international actors, Port-au-Prince, January, March-
May 2011. See also Crisis Group Senior Vice President Mark 
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rapidly, as he desires, he must not become distracted by 
divisive pursuits, such as the proposal to recreate an army,15 
which is a sore subject due to the old force’s repressive 
history16 and could also lead to sharp conflicts with un-
sympathetic donors.17  

These political pitfalls could well undermine Martelly’s 
announced intention to pump energy into the sluggish re-
construction process in the first 100 days of his presi-
dency. Mounting social frustration, including deepening 
misery in camps and slums, could be manipulated easily 
by spoilers, whose political, economic or criminal interests 
thrive on instability. In light of the slow recovery response, 
several analysts have already expressed surprise that Haiti 
has escaped a social explosion.18 Broad consultation with 
civil society, including grassroots organisations on the 
left and the business elite on the right, and continuing his 
campaign’s effective communication strategy would mark a 
significant shift from his predecessor and gain support for 
his legislative proposals.19 

To move his ambitious social program forward, Martelly 
will also have to work at ending chronic inertia in state insti-
tutions and strengthening a fledgling economy.20 Long before 

 
 
Schneider’s testimony to the U.S. House Committee on Foreign 
Affairs hearing on “Priorities for U.S. Assistance in the Western 
Hemisphere”, Washington DC, 13 April 2011.  
15 Isabeau Doucet, “Martelly plans army revival for Haiti”, The 
Toronto Star, 14 May 2011. 
16 For background on the army and its 1994 disbandment, see Cri-
sis Group Latin America/Caribbean Report N°10, A New Chance 
for Haiti?, 18 November 2004. The army was close to ex-
Presidents Duvalier and Aristide, both now back from exile. 
17 Donors are concerned about funding for an additional security 
force, which would divert resources from rebuilding the Haitian 
National Police. Crisis Group interviews, senior diplomats, Port-
au-Prince, 24-25 May 2011. 
18 Crisis Group interviews, national and international actors, 
Port-au-Prince, January-May 2011. See also Jacqueline Charles, 
“In Haiti, middle class, impoverished share same despair”, The 
Miami Herald, 1 July 2010. 
19 Crisis Group interviews, Haitian political analysts, Port-au-
Prince, May 2011. 
20 The Martelly administration also risks being viewed as a “high 
living costs” government; oil prices have spurred an increase in 
the price of food staples, though this started during the last months 
of the Préval administration. Relief is needed, and efforts should 
be continued to reduce dependence on foreign aid by boosting 
domestic revenues, which could also facilitate improved basic 
services for new and reconstructed communities. Among these 
efforts are reforms to increase tax revenues by 12-15 per cent; 
amendment of the customs code; and a shake-up of money-
losing parastatals, such as the electricity company (Electrici-
téd’Haïti, Ed’H), which drains 50 per cent of government import 
capacity to satisfy 20 per cent of energy needs from petroleum 
products. Crisis Group interviews, government energy consult-
ant, 17 May 2011; senior resident official, international finan-

the earthquake killed close to 30 per cent of public ser-
vants and destroyed most ministry and other government 
buildings, institutional weaknesses characterised a barely 
functioning state.21 In order to maintain stability, the new 
administration must increase its legitimacy and recover 
public authority. Government needs to build more efficient, 
inclusive and transparent relationships with civil society, 
including community-based and grassroots organisations, as 
well as work with donors to strengthen the civil service 
and state institutions.22  

III. THE HOUSING AND RESETTLEMENT 
CHALLENGE 

As the hurricane season begins, Haiti is experiencing a pro-
found humanitarian crisis involving the plight of the tent 
camp population. The president’s most pressing challenge 
is to ensure stability by strengthening resettlement efforts. 
He confirmed the priority by establishing only days into his 
presidency a task force to spur action on a comprehensive 
plan, with international support.23 Failure to make housing 
alternatives safer and more sustainable in Port-au-Prince 
and adjoining quake-hit areas would prolong hardships 
for the homeless while protracting the capital’s overcrowd-
ing and susceptibility to major disasters and ultimately put-
ting at risk hope for a transformative reconstruction process. 
There has been little evidence of a holistic plan to build 
Haiti back better since donors pledged over $10 billion 
more than a year ago to help chart a new future based on 
recovery, stability and development.24 The unstable situation 
 
 
cial institution, and senior resident foreign economic counsel-
lor, Port-au-Prince, April 2011. 
21 Government weaknesses have drawn many non-governmental 
organisations (NGOs) to Haiti, whom donors consider more 
capable of implementing aid. While they are essential for pro-
viding basic services for which the government lacks the capacity, 
they frequently bypass Haitian authorities, thus reportedly un-
dermining government legitimacy in the eyes of the population. 
Crisis Group interviews, national and international analysts, 
Port-au-Prince, April and May 2011. 
22 Markus Schultze-Kraft, “Why governance is key to Haiti’s recon-
struction and development”, Institute of Development Studies, 
12 January 2011, www.reliefweb.int/rw/rwb.nsf/db900sid/ 
EGUA-8D2PBB?OpenDocument. 
23 Crisis Group interview, President Michel Martelly and his 
chief of staff, Thiery Mayard-Paul, Port-au-Prince, 25 May 2011. 
The task force is headed by Patrick Rouzier, a senior member 
of the Martelly transition team, and includes the main donors, 
agencies and organisations working on resettlement, such as, the 
International Organisation for Migration (IOM), the UN Office 
for Project Services (UNOPS), UNICEF, UN-Habitat, and the UN 
Development Programme (UNDP).  
24 Donors pledged $10 billion over a ten-year period, $5.7 bil-
lion of which was to be disbursed in the first eighteen months. 
See www.cirh.ht/sites/ihrc/en/pledges/Pages/default.aspx. This 
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in tent camps and the haphazard departure from them of 
hundreds of thousands are among the most visible mani-
festation of continued crisis and an uncertain future.25 

Since the earthquake killed approximately 250,00026 and 
forced an estimated 1.5 million into camps, government 
policies on resettlement and housing have been mostly 
lacking. In their absence, rampant evictions – without due 
process27 and tenable housing alternatives – are forcing 
unplanned returns.28  

A. DECONSTRUCTING THE CAMPS 

Already prior to the earthquake, well over 50 per cent of 
Haiti’s population was inadequately housed.29 Many dwell-
 
 
was exclusive of immediate humanitarian relief and private do-
nations. See also Jim Abrams, “US Congress seeks accounting 
of aid money to Haiti”, Associated Press, 11 May 2011. “Haiti 
at a Crossroads”, U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, 
already called reconstruction stalled in June 2010.  
25 Crisis Group interviews, senior UN humanitarian officials, 
Tabarre, 24-25 May 2011. Some 57 per cent of the July esti-
mate of 1.5 million camp dwellers is believed to have left the 
camps. See Displacement Tracking Matrix Update, 16 March 2011, 
www.cccmhaiti.info/pdf/DTM_V2_Report_15_Mar_English 
%20_FINAL3.pdf. 
26 Estimates on deaths commonly range between 250,000 and 
300,000. See Latin America/Caribbean Report N°32, Haiti: 
Stabilisation and Reconstruction after the Quake, 31 March 
2010. Declarations by former PM Jean-Max Bellerive on the 
one-year anniversary indicated that as many as 316,000 earth-
quake deaths could have occurred. See Tom Brown and Joseph 
Guyler Delva, “Haiti revises quake death toll up to over 
316,000”, Reuters, 12 January 2011; Randal C. Archibold, 
“Haiti: Quake’s Toll Rises to 316,000”, The New York Times, 
13 January 2011. A consultant’s report for the U.S. Agency for 
International Development (USAID) released unofficially in 
May 2011 caused consternation for suggesting far lower death and 
damage numbers. The U.S. government disavowed it and said it 
used questionable methodology; USAID Assistant Administrator 
for Latin America and the Caribbean Mark Feirstein referred to 
“serious flaws”, quoted in Trenton Daniel, “US: Flaws in death 
toll report on Haiti quake”, Associated Press, 3 June 2011. 
27 Human rights experts note that many people in camps were 
not displaced by the earthquake but moved to escape poverty 
and slum conditions, so have a legal framework more like rights 
sometimes acquired by squatters, but they add that all camp 
residents have a right to be protected from beatings and de-
struction of shelters and other property that have been wit-
nessed during forced camp closures. Crisis Group interview, 
senior official, Protection Cluster, Port-au-Prince, 7 June 2011. 
28 “UN expert urges changed focus for 1.3 million quake survivors 
still in camps”, UN News, 19 October 2010, www.un.org/apps/ 
news/story.asp?NewsID=36495&Cr=haiti&Cr1=. 
29 Crisis Group interview, executive coordinator, grassroots de-
velopment platform, Port-au-Prince, 17 November 2010. See 
also Habitat for Humanity quoted in “Haiti Bamboo Housing 
Project Evolves – Update”, www.bamboo.org/News.html. 

ings were anarchic constructions in spontaneous settlements 
on steep slopes or in city centre gullies characterised by 
what Haitians call urbanisation sauvage (wild urbanisa-
tion) – rapid and unchecked growth of urban centres that 
increased vulnerability to major disasters.30 Port-au-Prince 
was the most egregious example. The 2010 earthquake 
destroyed 105,369 houses and damaged 208,164, many of 
which had been subdivided into cramped, one-room apart-
ments without water, light or sanitary facilities. Damage 
and losses in housing infrastructure totalled $1.7 billion, 
which neither the mostly poor affected population nor the 
state could afford to rebuild,31 so strategic donor financial 
input is essential to the success of any resettlement plan. 
In addition to helping those in camps, a housing loan pro-
gram for middle-income families who lost their homes in 
the quake is also required to speed up rebuilding and ener-
gise the economy.32 

In the immediate aftermath, over 1,000 spontaneous camps33 
sprang up in Port-au-Prince and other affected areas.34 
Shelter consisted of tents, tarps, wood, metal sheets, plastic 

 
 
30 Crisis Group interviews, local decentralisation expert, Pétion-
Ville, 14 April 2011; local insurance and land expert, Delmas, 
November 2010. A 2009 UN-Habitat analysis used the same 
term and quoted a 1997 government study indicating that 67 
per cent of the population lived in informal settlements cover-
ing 22 per cent of the urban inhabited area; “Strategic Citywide 
Spatial Planning: A Situational Analysis of Metropolitan Port-
au-Prince, Haiti”, 2009. 
31 See “Haiti Earthquake PDNA: Assessment of Damage, Losses, 
General and Sectoral Needs”, Government of Haiti, March 2010, 
www.cirh.ht. 
32 A significant number of middle-income families have lost their 
capital over the years due to violent street protests, ransom pay-
ments and the destruction of their homes by the earthquake. 
Crisis Group interviews, senior official, alternative develop-
ment platform, Port-au-Prince, February 2010; senior human 
rights expert, Port-au-Prince, 14 June 2011. See also Jacqueline 
Charles, “In Haiti, middle class, impoverished share same de-
spair”, The Miami Herald, 1 July 2010. The National Bank of 
Credit (BNC) reportedly was scheduled to launch on 14 June 
2011 Haiti’s first mortgage program (“Kay Pam”), but this was 
interrupted by the assassination of the lead bank official working 
on the project, Guyto Toussaint, the chair of the BNC board. 
“Assassinat de Guyto Toussaint: la BNC indignée, le lancement 
de ‘Kay Pam’ reporté”, Radio Signal FM, 14 June 2011.  
33 At the end of May 2010, 1,342 camp sites had been identified 
in affected areas. “Haiti Earthquake Response, 6-Month Report”, 
“Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC)”, July 2010, www. 
humanitarianinfo.org/iasc/pageloader.aspx?page=content-news-
newsdetails&newsid=143. 
34 The earthquake affected three departments: West, South East 
and Nippes. In West, where the most destruction was registered, at 
least twelve communes were affected: Port-au-Prince; Léogane 
(the epicentre); Carrefour, Delmas; Cité Soleil; Tabarre; Pétion-
Ville; Kenscoff; Pétit Goave; Grand Goave; Gressier; Croix des 
Bouquets. “Haiti Earthquake PDNA”, op. cit. 
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or fabric coverings.35 Camps varied in size, the major-
ity hosting between 100 and 1,000 households (between 
500 and 5,000 individuals) in blocked-off streets, parks 
and squares, playing fields and some gully areas prone to 
flooding.36 Several, such as Jean Marie Vincent, near Cité 
Soleil; Champs de Mars, facing the presidential palace; 
and the Pétion-Ville Golf Club, hosted approximately 
50,000 persons. Some 2.3 million people moved into camps, 
including some 1.5 million in the Port-au-Prince metro-
politan area, 200,000 in towns like Léogane, the quake’s 
epicentre, and 600,000 who fled to not directly affected 
departments.37 The latter group’s return to areas where their 
families originated raised hopes that the capital’s congestion 
could be relieved by providing them incentives to stay.38 

The government did not define who should receive assis-
tance or be considered an internally displaced person (IDP).39 
But given the level of pre-quake poverty, the extent of the 
devastation and the loss of livelihoods, many observers 

 
 
35 Over 1.3 million received shelter material, mostly tarps. “Inter-
Agency Standing Committee”, op. cit. This was a serious concern 
in the 2010 rainy and hurricane seasons and is again in 2011, 
with several thousands still under such shelter. 
36 Amnesty International wrote: “Camps have sprung up on vir-
tually every patch of open ground in the Port-au-Prince area. 
Some are in areas where there are clear hazards to the health 
and lives of the displaced people living there. For example, some 
are near rubbish dumps, on flood plains, at the foot of unstable 
slopes or in ravines, near canals clogged with rubbish that easily 
overflow with rain, in slums, or on main roads”; “Aftershocks: 
Women Speak out against Sexual Violence”, January 2011. 
37 Figures quoted from “Inter-Agency Standing Committee”, 
op. cit. A Digicel (mobile telephone company) survey projected 
from cell phone counts estimates that 570,000 persons, 22 per 
cent of the Port-au-Prince population, had left the area by 31 
January 2010, but 41 per cent of those had returned by 11 
March. See “Internal Population Displacement in Haiti: Prelimi-
nary Analyses of Movement Patterns of Digicel Mobile Phones 1 
January to 11 March 2010”, Karolinska Institute, Center for Dis-
aster Medicine, and Columbia University Schools of Nursing 
and Public Health, 14 May 2010.  
38 The overcrowding is largely owed to continuous migration 
from the country-side in search of jobs and basic services not 
available at home. Approximately 75,000 rural migrants move 
to Port-au-Prince yearly, and the large majority take up residence 
in already overcrowded slums and other vulnerable settlements. 
Crisis Group interview, decentralisation expert, Pétion-Ville, 
14 April 2011. See also Crisis Group Latin America/Caribbean 
Program Briefing N°20, Saving the Environment, Preventing 
Instability and Conflict, 29 April 2009. 
39 As defined in the introduction to the Guiding Principles on 
Internal Displacement (UN Doc. E/CN.4/1998/53/Add.2), inter-
nally displaced are “persons or groups of persons who have been 
forced or obligated to flee or to leave their homes or places of ha-
bitual residence, in particular as a result of or in order to avoid the 
effects of … natural or human-made disasters, and who have not 
crossed an internationally recognised State border”. www.icrc.org.  

believed a clear-cut IDP definition was not necessary.40 
Anyone in a camp was considered an IDP, though some 
surveys41 showed that some were previously homeless or 
had fled houses in slums with inflated rent, unhealthy condi-
tions and insecurity for the free water and sanitation and 
possible land and/or housing benefits in the new camps.42 

Lack of precision on camps and IDP populations, however, 
could easily lead to inaccurate analysis and distortions in the 
assessment of needs and plans for distribution of assistance. 
A true census of the camp population would have facilitated 
the response of the government and international part-
ners.43 Despite the importance of registration, determining 
the number of sites and their populations was a lengthy 
process that left planners and responders without any preci-
sion on the most vulnerable groups for eight months, re-
sulting in some gaps in relief efforts.44 Numbers generally 
fluctuated between 1.2 and 1.7 million. The registration, 
which ran from February to October 2010, revealed 1,269 
camp sites in the Port-au-Prince metropolitan area45 and 
 
 
40 Crisis Group interviews, senior officials, UN protection cluster, 
Tabarre, January and March 2011; senior officials, UN agencies, 
November 2010 and May 2011. 
41 ”Internally Displaced Population Survey, Initial Report”, 
Camp Coordination and Camp Management (CCCM) cluster, 
March 2011. Members of the UN system protection cluster con-
ducted over 100 visits to camps in the weeks following the earth-
quake to engage with IDPs. Crisis Group interview, senior UN of-
ficial, Tabarre, March 2011. 
42 Crisis Group interviews, senior officials, UN protection clus-
ter, Tabarre, January and March 2011; senior official, UN-
Habitat, 25 November 2010; community leader, Pétion-Ville 
Club camp, 13 November 2010. The latter explained that three 
categories of IDPs could be identified in the camp: those who 
had lost everything and were truly in need of assistance to re-
build lives; those who did not actually live in the camps but had 
received a tent and rented it; and those who still had a home, 
which they went to daytime, but slept in the camp because they 
felt safer and/or were waiting to see if they could improve their 
pre-quake housing situation. Water and sanitation in the camps 
has not always been adequate. In the first half of 2010, humani-
tarian agencies, in close coordination with the National Water 
and Sanitation Authority (Direction Nationale de l’Eau Potable 
et de l’Assainissement, DINEPA), helped approximately 1.72 
million persons. “Inter-Agency Standing Committee”, op. cit. 
This included showers, latrines and solid waste disposal, as well as 
the services of 2,200 Hygiene Promoters and Community Mo-
bilisers who provided information on hygiene practices and dis-
tributed 87,300 hygiene kits. Such help has not been uniform, 
however, and several reports indicated a shortage of toilets.  
43 Crisis Group interview, senior international analyst, Port-au-
Prince, 20 June 2011. 
44 IOM led the process to register camps and their population. In 
May 2010 it estimated a peak camp population of 2.3 million, 
which was refuted by the UN Country Team. Crisis Group in-
terview, resident senior UN official, Tabarre, March 2011.  
45 This includes seven communes: Carrefour, Cité Soleil, Croix-
des-Bouquets, Delmas, Pétion-Ville, Port-au-Prince, Tabarre. 
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affected communes to the south, hosting over 300,000 
households (1.3 million individuals).46 83 per cent of IDPs 
were in the capital, where the quality and availability of 
housing prior to the earthquake was already precarious.47 

The registration disclosed that the majority of those in 
camps had remained in their communal sections or wards, 
close to prior residences. It further showed that most camp 
households were previously tenants; only 30 per cent were 
homeowners and 11 per cent of these said they could not 
afford to repair their homes.48 Nearly half the camp popula-
tion, particularly tenants, expressed preference to move to a 
planned camp site; only 36 per cent, largely homeowners, 
wanted to return to pre-quake residences; 4 per cent wished 
to stay in their current camp site.49 

The vast majority of camps were built on makeshift sites 
that fail to meet international humanitarian standards. Living 
conditions are harsh due to overcrowding and inadequate 
sanitation. Escaped prisoners50 and armed gangs have infil-
trated several camps, adding insecurity to the challenges, 
particularly for women and girls, who are increasingly vic-

 
 
Crisis Group interview, West department police chief, Port-au-
Prince, 17 May 2011. 
46 These include Jacmel, South East; Grand Goave, Petit Goave, 
Léogane and Gressier in the West. The number of individuals is 
based on an average 4.3 members per household. “Registration 
Update”, CCCM, 15 October 2010. Months earlier, IOM had also 
put in place a Data Tracking Matrix (DTM) that identified in 
October 2010 a slightly higher number of sites, 1,356.  
47 The June 2011 update of the DTM continues to show that the 
majority of camps are in the Port-au-Prince metropolitan area. As 
of the end of May 2011, 1,001 camps remained throughout the 
country, only 234 of which were in rural communes. “Displacement 
Tracking Matrix V2.0 Update 30 May 2011”, CCCM/IOM. 
48 In the Pétion-Ville Club camp only 1 per cent of the population 
was believed to be owners; 97 per cent were renters and the remain-
ing 2 per cent were homeless before the quake. Crisis Group inter-
view, community leader, Pétion-Ville Club camp, 13 November 2010. 
49 87 per cent of persons in camps stayed close to their pre-quake 
residence; 64 per cent of households were renters; 49 percent of 
the camp population wanted to moved to a planned site. Crisis 
Group interview, senior IOM officials, Tabarre, January 2011; also 
“Phase 1 Emergency Registration Final Report”, Camp Coordina-
tion and Camp Management Cluster (CCCM), December 2010.  
50 In the immediate aftermath of the earthquake on 12 January 
2010, some 5,000 prisoners escaped from prisons across the 
country, particularly, the National Penitentiary in Port-au-Prince. 
As of March 2011, MINUSTAH estimated that only 8 per cent 
had been returned. Among the escapees were a significant 
number of armed gang leaders and members, who have report-
edly infiltrated a number of the camps in Port-au-Prince. Crisis 
Group interviews, senior officials, UNPOL and MINUSTAH, 
May 2011. See also “Report of the Secretary-General on the 
United Nations Stabilisation Mission in Haiti”, 24 March 2011, 
http://daccess-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/ 
N11/273/00/PDF/N1127300.pdf?OpenElement.  

tims of sexual violence.51 The HNP and UNPOL have 
increased patrols, but these have become too predictable to 
be effective;52 IDPs want them to enter the camps more 
systematically, not remain on the perimeter.53 

HNP proximity policing,54 supported by UNPOL, with 
greater presence and patrolling by both, should address 
much more the gender-based and sexual violence, including 
rape, as well as other crimes that followed the displaced from 
the pre-quake communities to the camps. As soon as pos-
sible, more effective community policing and enhanced 
integrated police and social service response are also needed 
to ensure that a new wave of sexual violence does not follow 
camp residents as communities are rebuilt. Part of this proc-
ess will have to be a concerted effort to target the gangs 
that have taken residence in the largest camps, so as to 
prevent them from re-establishing the reign of terror that 
they imposed three or four years ago.55 

 
 
51 Crisis Group interviews, representatives, Commission of 
Women Victims (Komisyon Fanm viktim pou viktim – KOFA-
VIV), Port-au-Prince, August 2010; senior officials, UNPOL 
IDP Unit, Tabarre, February 2011. Between January and March 
2011, the UNPOL IDP Unit registered 160 cases of reported 
crime, including murder, rape and sexual assault. It also identi-
fied at least three armed gangs, with at least 85 members, oper-
ating in the Jean Marie Vincent camp, close to Cité Soleil. In-
formation provided to Crisis Group, April 2011. See also “Re-
port of the Secretary-General”, op. cit. 
52 See Michael Forst, “Report of the Independent Expert on the 
Situation of Human Rights in Haiti”, Human Rights Council, 
A/HRC/17/42, 4 April 2011. Like Crisis Group, he called for 
better camp lighting to improve the security of women and other 
vulnerable groups.  
53 Crisis Group interview, international analyst and journalist, 
Port-au-Prince, May 2011. The HNP, with the support of UN-
POL and MINUSTAH, launched “Opération tentes vides” (Op-
eration Empty Tents) following reports of individuals using 
tents in camps to carry out criminal activities or as hideouts. The 
HNP, in consultation with the population in a given camp, de-
stroy and remove empty and uninhabited tents. Some 200 tents in 
the Champ de Mars camp were destroyed in the first two weeks of 
June. Crisis Group interview, West department police chief, 
Port-au-Prince, 17 May 2011.  
54 In the greater Bel Air area in Port-au-Prince, a former violent 
zone, Viva Rio’s peacebuilding project also includes promoting 
closer relations between the population and the HNP via monthly 
meetings to discuss fatal incidents of violence in the commu-
nity. Lottery prizes are awarded when there is agreement that the 
month did not register any murders. Crisis Group interviews, sen-
ior official, Viva Rio, Port-au-Prince, 13 June 2011.  
55 Crisis Group interviews, Haitian National Police (HNP) and 
UNPOL, Port au Prince, 23-26 May 2011. Cité Soleil, where a 
Brazilian contingent is present, remains relatively calm, but the 
slum areas to the south of Port-au-Prince, particularly Martis-
sant, where a concentration of armed gang criminal activity has 
been recorded over the past months, remains a major challenge 
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The lack of information and participation of IDPs in discus-
sions about their future is stimulating frustration within 
the camp population. The construction of sturdier shelters 
and the repair and construction of permanent houses are far 
outpaced by increasing evictions, fear of violence and harsh 
living conditions – factors that have largely driven camp 
numbers down nearly by half from 1.2 million in July 2010 
and have forced families to resettle themselves, often in un-
tenable alternatives.56 Roughly a quarter of the 1,050 camps 
still in operation as of March 2011 held some 80 per cent 
of the remaining approximately 650,000 residents.57 The 
remainder were in camps with a commune-based manage-
ment structure58 whose adequacy was dependent primarily 
on the will and capacity of local mayors.59 

The lack of IDP policy and clear communication with the 
population over resettlement plans has also greatly contrib-
uted to random evictions from private as well as public 
property. Most camps are on private property, and the 
rights of the displaced to a place to live and of owners to 
personal and economic use of their property have conflicted 
almost from the beginning.60 An April 2010 presidential de-
cree to extend the state of emergency required property 
owners to allow the displaced to live on their land through 
the eighteen-month emergency period, which ends in Oc-
tober 2011. While the decree was widely debated for its po-
tential political impact, this aspect neither was highlighted 
by the government nor established the basis for negotiat-
ing the competing rights of IDPs and owners. 

The displaced do not always have the right to establish a 
camp in a given location, but their right not to be forcibly 
 
 
to the security forces. Crisis Group interview, West department 
police chief, Port-au-Prince, 17 May 2011.  
56 Crisis Group interviews, senior international humanitarian aid 
official, Pétion-Ville, 30 April 2011; senior officials, IOM, 
Tabarre, January 2011. “Nearly one quarter of those still homeless 
in Haiti threatened with eviction”, Press Release, IOM, Port-au-
Prince, 1 April 2011, www.cccm.info. 
57 A June update on IDP data shows that 187 camps are under 
threat of eviction. “Displacement Tracking Matrix V2.0 Update 30 
May 2011”, CCCM/IOM. 
58 Michel Forst noted; “In several camps there is a frequent ro-
tation of camp managers. Some international organisations are 
withdrawing progressively from the camps, thus depriving the 
inhabitants and camp committees of a steady point of contact. As 
committees subsequently fail to obtain responses to the demands 
of camp inhabitants, they lose credibility, which in turn fuels rival-
ries and disputes”. See “Report of the Independent Expert”, op. cit. 
59 Crisis Group interview, senior UN humanitarian aid officials, 
Tabarre, May 2011. Also see “Displacement Tracking Matrix”, 
op. cit. From January to March 2011, the largest decreases came in 
camps housing 100 to 999 IDP households, partly through forced 
evictions; small sites of one to nineteen households, on the other 
hand, increased by 41 to 279 sites.  
60 “Haitians helping Haitians as eviction looms”, International 
Rescue Committee (IRC), 26 April 2011. 

moved hinges in part on the state’s obligation to provide 
alternative shelter and ultimately adequate housing. IDPs 
acquire rights to greater protection against forcible removal 
when no suitable alternative is offered to them. Many in the 
camps were not displaced by the earthquake but moved 
to escape poverty and slum conditions, so evoke limited 
empathy from some citizens who perceive them as more 
akin to squatters. But all camp residents must be protected 
from the beatings and destruction of shelters and other 
property witnessed during forced camp closures.61 

While some owners have agreed to comply with the de-
cree,62 others have continued to force IDPs off their land 
without any process or sound alternative and sometimes 
with violence.63 The International Organisation for Migra-
tion (IOM) has reported that between mid-June 2010 and 
early March 2011, some 234,000 individuals were evicted 
from 247 sites64 and a further 166,000 were under threat 
of eviction.65 The highest incidence of evictions was in 
Delmas commune, where the mayor was involved in the 
violent closure of a camp on 25 May 2011. Several hundred 
IDPs were forced out after police and city hall security 
guards slashed tents and shelters with knives and machetes. 
The mayor justified the action by saying criminals had 
infiltrated the camp, but none were reportedly arrested.66 
The introduction of state violence into the complex reset-
tlement situation can only increase the instability produced 
by post-quake displacement.67 

Camps will more than likely exist well beyond 2011, with 
consequent increase in hardships and risks for their popu-
lations.68 However, many NGOs that have managed camps 
are phasing out operations due to lack of funding, which 
is affecting the availability of basic services. Humanitarian 
interventions largely helped control the spread of disease 

 
 
61 Crisis Group interviews, senior official, UN system protec-
tion cluster, Port-au-Prince, 7 June 2011; senior international 
analyst, Port-au-Prince, 20 June 2011. 
62 “Haitians helping Haitians as eviction looms”, International 
Rescue Committee (IRC), 26 April 2011. IRC reports success-
ful negotiations to convince landowners to abide by the terms 
of the April presidential decree. 
63 Crisis Group interview, senior representative, International 
Action Ties, Delmas, November 2010. 
64 Displacement Tracking Matrix, op. cit. 
65 “Nearly One Quarter of Those Still Homeless in Haiti Threat-
ened with Eviction”, IOM, 5 April 2011. 
66 Jacqueline Charles, “Evictions ramp up for Haitian quake vic-
tims”, The Miami Herald, 27 May 2011. 
67 Several IDPs said Mayor Wilson Jeudy had later drawn up a 
list of the evicted households with a view to providing assis-
tance. Crisis Group interviews, Delmas, 27 May 2011. 
68 Crisis Group interview, senior officials, IOM, Tabarre, January 
2011. See also, “There are dangers ahead for the 810,000 Haitians 
still in camps over a year after the earthquake”, press release, 
IOM, 11 February 2011. 
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in camps, but cholera has killed more than 5,000 and sick-
ened some 300,000 since October 2010, and the Water and 
Sanitation cluster now lacks money to cover 94 per cent 
of basic needs. With the departure of some NGO camp 
management teams and the onset of the rainy season, hu-
manitarian agencies have already reported some evidence 
of a worrisome new spike in cholera.69 

Transitional shelter is gradually replacing emergency shel-
ter,70 but failure to house the earthquake-affected popula-
tion adequately remains a major impediment to success-
ful, sustainable reconstruction. Long-term and immediate 
needs must be balanced. The situation in camps as well 
as the adequacy of plans to return camp dwellers to their 
neighbourhoods inevitably will be used as a measure of 
the success or failure not only of the humanitarian response 
but also of the reconstruction process at large.71  

B. THE IDP POLICY GAP 

When the earthquake hit, Haiti had no ministerial author-
ity on housing and urban development. For 45 years, the 
state had provided a minimal number of social housing 
units but lacked the capacity to manage even these due to 
financial, political and security constraints. The housing 
office (Entreprise publique de promotion des logements 
sociaux, EPPLS) still is without a comprehensive policy 
and effective authority to consolidate peace and order by 

 
 
69 Crisis Group interview, senior officials, IOM, Tabarre, 25 
May 2011. The cholera spike has been noted in camps in some 
communes south of Port-au-Prince, such as Miragoane in Nip-
pes, Léogane and Carrefour in the West. Doctors Without Bor-
ders has announced the re-opening of cholera treatment centres 
(CTCs) in Carrefour, Martissant, Delmas, Cité Soleil and Drouil-
lard, where 2,000 patients have been treated in one week. Reports 
from local radios, Scoop, Solidarité and MINUSTAH FM, 6 June 
2011. Dr Gabriel Timothée, director general, health and popu-
lation ministry, announced on 7 June that a reduction in cases 
has recently been noted, but there is concern for the effect of heavy 
rains on 6-7 June that caused flooding and latrine overflows in 
several camps. “Le cholera en nette diminution dans la région 
métropolitaine de Port-au-Prince”, Radio Metropole, 7 June 2011, 
www.metropolehaiti.com/metropole/full_une_fr.php?id=19196; 
also, “Haiti Flooding Situation Report N° 1”, UN Office for the 
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), 7 June 2011. 
70 Emergency shelters include tarpaulins (tarps) and tents; tran-
sitional shelters (T-shelters) are generally sturdier and include a 
roof of corrugated metal sheeting and a frame of timber, bamboo 
or steel that provides better protection than tents or tarpaulins. 
Tarpaulins sometimes serve as the walls and roof built on a steel 
or timber frame. Crisis Group interview, senior official, Span-
ish Red Cross, Pétion-Ville, 13 May 2011. See also, Transitional 
Shelter Presentation, IASC Haiti Shelter Cluster, 24 March 2010, 
http://sites.google.com/site/shelterhaiti2010/technicalinfo/tshelter.  
71 Crisis Group interview, senior UN protection staff, Tabarre, 
20 April 2011. 

improving urban housing.72 Nor does it have ministerial 
status or the capacity to bring together the core resources 
to respond to more than one million displaced.  

In the aftermath of the earthquake, President Préval ini-
tially charged the tourism minister, Patrick Delatour, an 
architect, with coordinating a response on housing and shel-
ter.73 He led a three-part commission on rubble removal, 
camps and physical rebuilding. After the emergency relief 
operations, Préval created the Presidential Commission 
on Camp Relocation, whose daily meetings he chaired and 
which included senior international humanitarian actors 
from the UN and prominent NGOs. But it had few resources, 
and while there was some donor support, the absence of 
an executive arm for managing the issues surrounding urban 
resettlement undercut government leadership. There were 
too many structures for dialogue and coordination but none 
to develop policy and implement agreements. The IHRC 
was given an external housing adviser but no true Haitian 
counterpart to approve and implement policies. 

Although efforts to develop a shelter and resettlement policy 
began in May 2010, it is still being debated,74 because there 
is no government interlocutor at technical or policy level who 
can sign off on an option.75 The Inter-ministerial Committee 

 
 
72 The National Housing Office (Office national des logements, 
ONL) was created in 1966 under the Duvalier dictatorship and 
evolved into the EPPLS in 1982. Crisis Group interviews, senior 
official, Martelly’s transition team, Pétion-Ville, 28 May 2011; 
executive coordinator, grassroots development platform, Port-
au-Prince, 17 November 2010. See also Roberson Alphonse, 
“Haïti: Sur les trottoirs comme dans un dortoir”, Le Nouvelliste, 
13 February 2007, www.lenouvelliste.com/article.php?PubID= 
1&ArticleID=40195. The EPPLS is managed by a board of di-
rectors of state secretaries for social affairs, planning, economy 
and finance, and finance and public works. It has no known on-
going projects. In 2007 its operations budget was $400,000 (17 
million HTG), though the approved state budget indicated over 
$2.5 million (over 100 million HTG). One of its main tasks is to 
collect the monthly $0.87 (35 HTG) rent for each of the 10,000 
social housing units in the West, South and North departments. 
73 Crisis Group interviews, senior government officials, Port-au-
Prince, March and May 2010, May 2011. Under that structure, 
Gérard-Émile “Aby” Brun, an architect and urban developer, 
was responsible for rubble removal; Charles Clermont, a banker, 
for camps; and Patrick Delatour, tourism minister and architect, 
for infrastructure rebuilding. See also “Looking into the Recon-
struction Plan”, The Haitian Times, October 2010. 
74 Consultations continue with the Martelly government, and the 
document is being reviewed to include its priorities. Crisis Group 
interviews, international housing consultant, Port-au-Prince, 29 
April 2011; senior international humanitarian actors, Port-au-
Prince, 23-25 May 2011. 
75 “… the government of Haiti does not have a housing strategy. 
Developing this strategy is challenging because at least five 
agencies have some responsibilities related to housing. In addi-
tion, there is no lead housing agency, and the agencies involved 
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for Territorial Development (Comité interministeriel pour 
l’aménagement du territoire, CIAT), with ministerial rep-
resentatives, was created but, like the social affairs ministry 
responsible for housing, lacks expertise.  

The government’s unwillingness to adopt specific options 
has been a major cause of delay. Policies based on early 
arguments by the international humanitarian community 
and some government experts were opposed by Préval, 
whose main concern was that more slums not be created. 
He wanted better housing, and returns to neighbourhoods 
in their pre-quake state did not allow significant improve-
ment.76 This divergence of opinion triggered differences 
in focus. While Préval concentrated on a project to return 
a large percentage of IDPs in the Champs de Mars camp 
to Fort National in order to use it as a model, internation-
als sought to firm up agreement on prioritising transitional 
shelters so IDPs could return to their original neighbour-
hoods.77 Worse, Préval was unwilling to commit the land 
needed for donors to fund sites and services until he was 
convinced money was on hand for the more elaborate 
planned community he envisioned.78 

Corail Cesselesse, on the outskirts of Port-au-Prince, one 
of three official camp sites, is a frequently cited example of 
policy gaps and inadequate government planning and 
decision-making.79 After weeks of indecision, and as the 
hurricane season approached, it was created rapidly in re-
sponse to flood risks at the Pétion-Ville Golf Club camp 
with the assistance of IOM, World Vision and Oxfam (GB), 
among others, in April 2010. It now hosts some 7,500 IDPs 
from Port-au-Prince and surrounding areas, who are ex-
tremely vulnerable to such threats as eviction and natural 
disaster, and efforts are ongoing to transform it into a viable 
community.80 

 
 
have overlapping competencies and limited policy enforcement, 
making it difficult to reach agreement on a comprehensive strategy 
….”. “Haiti Reconstruction: U.S. Efforts Have Begun, Expanded 
Oversight Still to Be Implemented”, Government Accountability 
Office (GAO) 11-415, 19 May 2011, p. 42. 
76 Crisis Group interview, senior advisers to the Préval presidency, 
Pétion-Ville, 26 May 2011. Most low-income neighbourhoods 
in Port-au-Prince are so congested that opportunities to improve 
services are very limited.  
77 Crisis Group interviews, ibid; humanitarian actors, Port-au-
Prince, May 2011. 
78 Crisis Group interviews, former Haiti government officials and 
donors, Port-au-Prince, 24-26 May 2011. 
79 Crisis Group interviews, former senior government officials 
and urban planning expert, Port-au-Prince, 26 May 2011; senior 
humanitarian actors, Pétion-Ville, February and April 2011. 
80 Corail has IDPs from at least four communes: Delmas, Tabarre, 
Croix-des-Bouquets and Port-au-Prince. See “Humanitarian 
Bulletin”, OCHA, 15 April to 7 May 2011. The diversity of com-
mune origins posed serious problems in the presidential and 

However, while Corail is seen as one of the better-off camps, 
with water and other services, including a 24-hour pres-
ence of UN troops (MINUSTAH) and police (UNPOL and 
HNP),81 rumours of land awards and prospects of jobs at a 
reportedly planned industrial site have so far not material-
ised but have lured close to 50,000 persons to the area.82 
They continue the old pattern of unplanned development 
and informal settlements – Canaan, Jérusalem and Ona-
Ville – on the perimeters of the official camp. These settle-
ments are not recognised by the state or provided services 
and are not included in the Corail community that now 
officially is part of Croix-des-Bouquets. Forced closure, 
however, would pose a clear potential for conflict and put 
at risk the initiatives to bring some measure of stability to 
the Corail community.83  

C. RESETTLEMENT POLICY DEBATE 

To respond to the massive earthquake, the international hu-
manitarian community84 used a cluster structure to manage 

 
 
legislative elections (28 November 2010, 20 March 2011), 
when the CEP provided a list of only 39 voters in the camp. Crisis 
Group interviews, IDPs, Corail Cesselesse, November 2010, 20 
March 2011; supervisor, polling station, Corail Cesselesse, 20 
March 2011. 
81 It was officially incorporated on 15 May 2011 into the commune 
of Croix-des-Bouquets, north of Port-au-Prince;81 its management 
was transferred from the American Refugee Committee (ARC) 
to the commune city hall. A permanent HNP post is being set up. 
Crisis Group interview, senior officials, UNPOL, Tabarre, 24 
May 2011. Both private and public schools have been con-
structed and functioning since 2010. It has been provided a clinic 
and is expected to acquire its own community water source in June 
2011. “Humanitarian Bulletin”, op. cit. 
82 Jérusalem hosts 2,731 households (12,138 individuals); Canaan 
hosts 8,500 households (34,000 individuals); and Ona-Ville, 
910 households (3,625 individuals). Figures provided by IOM 
based on registration carried out in January 2011 and made 
available to Crisis Group. 
83 Corail also highlights the complexities surrounding land tenure 
security. The land was acquired by government through eminent 
domain in 2010, but the private owners, a group of elite fami-
lies, has still not been paid. Policy on determining the value of the 
land was not agreed upon by the Préval government, and the 
value based on tax declarations may not apply in this case since 
there was no building on the property, a common practice 
among Haitians to avoid paying property taxes. Crisis Group 
interviews, senior government officials, Pétion-Ville, 26 May 
2011; senior international expert, Port-au-Prince, 20 June 2011. 
84 The community includes the UN agencies, programs and affili-
ates, as well as the inter-governmental and non-governmental 
organisations that provide humanitarian aid. The cluster struc-
ture groups humanitarian actors by sectors, such as shelter, water 
and sanitation and health, to strengthen emergency response capac-
ity and effectiveness. It generally comprises the UN agencies, in-
ternational organisations such as the Red Cross and larger NGOs 
such as Care, but in Haiti it extends to include the influx of organi-
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preparation of relief operations for more than a million 
IDPs. IOM was given responsibility to lead the Camp Coor-
dination and Camp Management (CCCM) cluster. NGOs 
accepted shares of responsibility, even as the numbers of 
managed camps were far out-stripped by those that appeared 
overnight on public or private land. Agreement on how to 
provide relief services was relatively seamless, with impres-
sive efforts by Haitian and international bodies, both public 
and private. The challenge of transiting from the relief phase 
and tents to sturdier, safer, more secure housing in Port-au-
Prince was harder, particularly with a weakened economy. 

The CCCM cluster comprises some 150 organisations, in-
cluding UN agencies, such as UNICEF, the UN Population 
Fund and UN-Habitat, as well as NGOs such as World 
Vision, Oxfam and Concern Worldwide. It carries out a wide 
variety of functions, including coordination, advocacy, 
reporting, policy formulation, contingency planning and 
training for agencies involved in camp management.85 
The shelter cluster, also initially headed by IOM, is now 
generally co-chaired by the UN High Commissioner for 
Refugees (UNHCR) and the International Federation of the 
Red Cross (IFRC). Its focus is to shelter IDPs, including 
by repairing houses and building transitional or incre-
mental but not permanent housing.86 

While individual efforts by donors and humanitarian bod-
ies have supported the out-of-camp re-housing of some 
200,000 IDPs, no comprehensive resettlement strategy has 
been formally approved to facilitate their access to durable 
outside housing options or rebuild their livelihoods and 
communities.87 In the absence of a comprehensive concept, 
uncertainty undermines confidence, slows aid and results 
in piecemeal reconstruction.88 

 
 
sations and charities that responded to the disaster. Clusters 
were first established in Haiti in 2008 to coordinate the re-
sponse to the Gonaives flood emergency. Andrea Binder, “IASC 
Cluster Approach Evaluation 2nd Phase Country Study: Haiti”, 
April 2010, www.humanitarianinfo.org/iasc/downloaddoc. 
aspx?. In the 2010 Haiti response, for example, the health clus-
ter included as many as 420 participants, making it useful for 
sharing information but not for decision-making. 
85 Crisis Group interviews, senior officials, IOM, January and 
May 2011. See also www.cccmhaiti.info/page.php?id=9. 
86 Crisis Group interviews, senior officials, IFRC and Spanish 
Red Cross, Port-au-Prince, 12 and 13 May 2011. 
87 Crisis Group interview, senior UN human rights official, Ta-
barre, March 2011. “Haiti Policy Report”, Habitat for Human-
ity, 17 December 2010. 
88 Crisis Group interviews, humanitarian aid workers, Port-au-
Prince, Washington,DC, New York, May 2011. A report drew 
“the attention of the Government of Haiti and the international 
community to the worrying lack of any visible strategy to deal 
with displaced persons”; “Report of the Independent Expert”, op. cit.  

Actions to support policy definition are underway with 
international help, but movement from design to imple-
mentation has been grindingly slow.89 Two strategy docu-
ments have been drafted but not formally adopted by the 
authorities, though government approval of projects im-
plemented by agencies and organisations has been guided 
by their general principles.90 It has never been made clear 
which of the various ad hoc government or state-led com-
mittees put in place after the quake has authority to lead 
on or approve policy decisions. The “Return and Reloca-
tion Strategy” was first drafted in May 2010 by the Inter 
Cluster Coordination (ICC)91 to define general guidelines 
for durable IDP solutions. It triggered a major policy dis-
pute, largely within the UN, between those who empha-
sised a humanitarian perspective and those who argued 
that development considerations should control. 

The humanitarian view, embedded in the experience of IDPs 
coming out of conflict situations and prescribed in interna-
tional norms, was that victims deserve a temporary sanc-
tuary as secure as possible with at least basic services.92 It 
was strongly held by those who implemented relief efforts 
in the camps. Development colleagues argued that funda-
mental differences apply to resettlement following a natu-
ral disaster in a major urban area. In particular, the loca-
tion of camps is more sensitive, because the differences 
between camp residents and those who opt to stay in gen-
erally just as fragile communities are minimal. The more 
services given IDPs in the camps, development advocates 
argued, the more likely that the camps would attract more 
poor people in a country with a 70 per cent poverty rate 
and the less likely that these would return to their vulner-
able pre-quake communities.93 

The “Return and Relocation Strategy” was finally approved, 
after one year and thirteen drafts, by the Humanitarian 
Country Team (HCT), which includes the clusters.94 It was 

 
 
89 Crisis Group interview, journalist and analyst, Port-au-Prince, 
April 2011. 
90 Crisis Group interviews, senior humanitarian aid officials, Port-
au-Prince, November 2010 and April 2011. 
91 A structure that includes the heads of the different clusters whose 
mandates touch IDP issues, such as the CCCM, shelter, water 
and sanitation and protection clusters. Crisis Group interview, 
senior humanitarian official, Pétion-Ville, 30 April 2011. 
92 Crisis Group interviews, senior humanitarian and development 
officials, Port-au-Prince, 23-27 May 2011. 
93 Some humanitarian groups working in camps, including IOM, 
concluded from a random sample survey (October 2010-February 
2011) on the preferences of IDPs that the majority would leave 
camps if they had the economic means. Crisis Group interview, 
senior humanitarian official, Pétion-Ville, 30 April 2011.  
94 “Stratégie de Retour et de Relocalisation Final”, agreed by Inter 
Cluster Coordination and HCT, 18 January 2011(considered an 
IASC document); Crisis Group interviews, senior humanitarian 
and development officials, UN Country Team, January-May 2011.  
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discussed several times but never approved by the IHRC or 
by the government, though the IHRC has drawn from it to 
prepare a framework for housing reconstruction and neigh-
bourhood returns.95 It also continues to inform individual 
projects and continuing discussion about what might be 
done to mount a return and resettlement program for IDPs.  

The catalyst for the second major policy effort was a project 
funded by USAID and implemented by The Communities 
Group International (TCGI)96 to provide the IHRC technical 
expertise and advice. TCGI drafted the “Neighbourhood 
Return and Housing Reconstruction Framework” in fall 
2010 after wide consultation. The third draft is now being 
revised to reflect the new government’s priorities.97 The 
framework seeks to promote IDP return and a reconstruc-
tion process that will enhance building standards, reduce 
risk in housing and neighbourhoods, improve land-use 
and offer financing options to households. Aid would be 
tailored to the needs of affected groups: owners and renters, 
IDPs and non-displaced, urban and rural.98 Both documents 
prioritise return to previous dwellings that are sound or can 
be repaired and propose temporary relocation to another 
camp as a last resort.  

D. TOWARDS A COMPREHENSIVE STRATEGY 

Reconstructing Haiti after such an extensive urban disas-
ter is impossible without careful planning and effective 

 
 
95 Crisis Group interviews, senior Government of Haiti officials, 
Haiti private sector and diplomats, Port-au-Prince, New York 
and Washington DC, May 2011.  
96 TCGI is an alliance of three affiliated companies that works to 
promote, develop and arrange financing for affordable housing, 
urban development and community revitalisation. Crisis Group 
interview, senior IHRC housing expert and member of TCGI, 
Port-au-Prince, November 2010. See www.tcgillc.com/index. 
php/about-tcgi/corporate-overview. 
97 Crisis Group interviews, senior official, international humanitar-
ian agency, Pétion-Ville, 30 April 2011; senior official, TCGI, 
Port-au-Prince, 9 November 2010 and 29 April 2011; senior 
UN official, Tabarre, 10 November 2010. 
98 Crisis Group interview, senior official, TCGI, Port-au-Prince, 9 
November 2010 and 29 April 2011. A range of shelter and housing 
solutions that meet the needs of households affected by the earth-
quake and help restore their livelihood are proposed. The poorest 
(often renters), house owners in the popular sector and the middle 
class all require appropriate solutions. The framework proposes 
assistance to restore the pre-quake status of households, that is, 
to help owners rebuild and assist renters to re-establish their tenant 
rights; to improve the safety of houses and the safety and func-
tionality of reoccupied neighbourhoods through community 
planning and a building-back-better approach; to reduce the num-
ber of houses and neighbourhoods in unsafe, undesirable locations 
using risk assessment and relocation; and ensure that reconstruction 
and new construction contribute to urban renovation and regional 
development, as envisioned in the government’s long-term plan. 

decision-making. The lack of these elements was a weak-
ness for which both national and international stakeholders 
widely criticised the Préval administration, although in-
ternational organisations and donors bear at least as great 
a responsibility for their inability to adopt a single strategy 
and speak with one voice in presenting it to the Haitian 
government.99 The new government will be expected to 
improve decision-making and adhere to efficient policies 
on crucial issues, such as forced evictions, land and rubble 
removal, as well as to clear criteria on benefits. It will need 
to better communicate its policies to the population. 

To resettle IDPs sustainably, it is necessary to declare the 
process a national priority, link camp closure and com-
munity rebuilding to social and economic development 
and factor all this into the national strategy to prevent 
instability and violence. There is an increased risk of 
renewed insecurity in the current context of rampant evic-
tions, inadequate respect of the rights of both the displaced 
and property owners and the increased suffering of those 
in camps and slums brought about by the new hurricane 
season.  

President Martelly’s inaugural address and follow-up 
statements identified resettlement as an immediate priority. 
Other encouraging signals have been his efforts to talk with 
the affected population about their needs, as well as with 
the humanitarian and development actors about partner-
ship.100 The harder task will be to approve and implement a 
strategy that requires money, land, complex legal arrange-
ments and broad consensus on a common vision.101 

Maintaining the camps is not a sustainable solution. They 
present high health and disaster risks, hamper reconstruc-
tion and absorb precious financial resources needed for 

 
 
99 See Jonathan Katz, “Deeper into the depths of despair”, Associ-
ated Press, 12 January 2011; Jacqueline Charles, “Préval pre-
pares to leave office in Haiti after serving through major disasters”, 
The Miami Herald, 11 May 2011; Senator Richard G. Lugar, 
“Without Reform, No Return on Investment in Haiti: A Report 
to the Members of the Committee on Foreign Relations”, U.S. 
Senate, 22 July 2010, http://lugar.senate.gov/issues/foreign/lac/ 
haiti/pdf/investment.pdf. 
100 Place Boyer camp residents told Crisis Group Martelly made 
personal contact with IDPs just prior to his inauguration to con-
sult on their resettlement preference. They agreed to accept 
compensation to vacate the camp and seek resettlement else-
where, but the amount was not discussed. Crisis Group inter-
views, IDPs, Place Boyer Camp, Pétion-Ville, 17 May 2011. Mar-
telly also visited other camps and spoke to IDPs on the need for 
cooperation to allow his administration to prepare and imple-
ment a plan of assistance to get them home. Crisis Group inter-
view, President Martelly, Port-au-Prince, 24 May 2011.  
101 Crisis Group interviews, local and international analysts, 
Port-au-Prince, April and May 2011. See also “Inter-Agency 
Standing Committee”, op. cit. 
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sturdier housing and community rebuilding.102 The new 
president’s decisive move to close six camps103 in his first 
100 days rightly reflects the urgency that resettlement re-
quires, but policy should be based on the needs of the dis-
placed and the government’s responsibility to protect their 
rights, not only its political agenda.104 Martelly has created a 
task force105 to collaborate closely with the IHRC housing 
expert and a UN team representing six agencies, programs 
and affiliates. It began on 29 April to draft an action plan 
for closing the six camps.106 Key donor representatives are a 
part of the process. 

The camp closure strategy the task force presented to the 
humanitarian community on 26 May should either fit into 
a comprehensive approved plan for global resettlement or 
serve as a model from which such a plan can spring. Sus-
tainable resettlement requires that the plan be community-
driven, address livelihoods as well as house reconstruction, 
integrate rubble removal,107 which is blocking reconstruction 
in some neighbourhoods, and delineate a clear land tenure 
and access policy, as well as improved construction prac-
tices.108 To the extent possible, this should be based on a 
neighbourhood approach that moves the focus from camps 
to communities and encourages a more equitable humanitar-
ian response by addressing the entire affected community.  

 
 
102 Crisis Group interview, senior official, Martelly transition 
team, Pétion-Ville, 28 May 2011.  
103 The camps are Place St. Pierre, Pétion-Ville and Place Boyer, 
Pétion-Ville; Maïs Gaté close to the Toussaint L’Ouverture In-
ternational Airport in Tabarre; Place Canapé Vert and Sylvio Cator 
Stadium, Port-au-Prince; and the prime minister’s office, Delmas. 
Ibid; Crisis Group interviews, senior humanitarian officials, 30 
April 2011 and 12 May 2011. 
104 Crisis Group interviews, humanitarian aid officials, Port-au-
Prince, 30 April 2011 and 10 May 2011.  
105 The task force has not yet been officially named but could in-
clude representatives of several key ministries, such as interior, 
public works and social affairs and planning, as well as urban 
planners, engineers and bankers. Crisis Group interview, senior 
member, Martelly transition team, Port-au-Prince, 2 June 2011. 
106 The team includes UNOPS, UN-Habitat, UNDP, UNICEF, 
IOM and OCHA. Crisis Group interview, senior official, humani-
tarian aid agency, Pétion-Ville, 30 April 2011. 
107 Of the 3 million cubic metres of rubble produced by the earth-
quake, only an estimated 30 per cent has been removed. Crisis 
Group interview, former senior official, IHRC, Pétion-Ville, 26 
May 2011. Donors have been reportedly reluctant to fund rubble 
removal, and it has not always been integrated into projects. This 
pattern is changing as more and more international responders 
are taking a multi-sector, multi-agency approach to pool resources, 
share tasks and facilitate IDPs’ return to their communities. 
This is the case of Bristout-Bobin in Pétion-Ville, where IOM, 
UNOPS, Solidarité, JP/HRO, UN-Habitat and others are building 
and repairing 800 houses with European Commission Humani-
tarian Office (ECHO) funding. 
108 Crisis Group interview, senior official, TCGI. 

Ideally, much of the work done on the “Return and Reloca-
tion Strategy” approved in January 2011 by the HCT and 
the current IHRC framework will be synthesised and finally, 
after long delay, approved by the government. The UN 
team is not confident that six camps can be closed in 100 
days, given the process to be followed, which begins with 
clarifying the preference of IDPs, determining their commu-
nities of origin and ensuring that the solutions proposed 
are sustainable and conducive to generating income for 
community members. However, there can be at least suffi-
cient signs that action is underway to meet the population’s 
expectations.109 

The government aims to return 5,239 families from the six 
camps to sixteen communities, at an estimated cost of $93 
million, $10 million of which is needed immediately to 
resettle four camps in the first phase.110 The cost includes 
compensation for persons in camps as well as in communi-
ties and improvements in basic community services, as well 
as the launch of better urbanisation practices, since conges-
tion leaves little room for development in most communi-
ties.111 Compensation will be based on the status of families 
(owner or renter) and the habitability of the houses: sound 
(green); needing repairs (yellow); severely damaged or 
destroyed (red).112 

Weaknesses in IDP registration cause donors to worry that 
as grants are made to those leaving camps, others will enter 
hoping for a pay-off. Therefore, the process will require 
clear guidance on beneficiaries and eligibility.113 When all 

 
 
109 Ibid. 
110 Presentation on the strategy for closing six camps, Horizon 
Suites (Montana), 26 May 2011. The four camps are the prime 
minister’s office (Primature), Place St. Pierre, Place Boyer and Place 
Canapé Vert. The sixteen communities are Morne Hercule; Morne 
Lazard; Nérette; Delmas 60 Argentine; Panaméricaine Haute; 
Panaméricaine Bas; Morne et Villa Rosa; Bas Canapé Vert; Bois 
Patate; Jean Baptiste; Mapou/Mont Elbo; Maïs Gaté; Barban-
court; Carrefour Clercine; Fond Delmas 31; and Fond Delmas 33.  
111 This would include road improvements, which may require some 
residents to move. Crisis Group interview, senior task force mem-
ber, Pétion-Ville, 28 May 2011. 
112 This classification stems from a public works ministry program 
supported by UNOPS and Miyamoto International to assess the 
structural soundness of houses in the quake-affected areas. As 
of January 2011, 390,000 assessments were completed; 53 per 
cent were green; 27 per cent yellow; and 20 per cent red. See 
“Rebuilding Haiti one year on”, UNOPS, January 2011. All 
beneficiaries would receive a financial psychosocial incentive 
of $150. Owners of green houses would be granted access to 
microcredit to improve them, while renters of green houses 
would receive $500 as rent subsidy for at least one year. Owners 
and renters of yellow houses would both receive $1,500; owners 
and renters of red houses would receive $3,500. “Presentation 
on the strategy”, op. cit.; also, www.miyamotointernational. 
com/our-work/disaster/haiti-public-works/.  
113 Crisis Group interview, U.S. official, Washington DC, 3 June 2011. 
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IDPs cannot be settled in a community because it is unsafe 
or land is environmentally protected or required for different 
urban purposes, other options, including resettlement nearby 
or in new communities surrounding the city, should be 
proposed.114 But the plan must seek, to the degree possible, 
to ensure that pre-quake homeowners, particularly victims, 
remain owners. It also must identify and obtain the nec-
essary land through eminent domain or other means when 
new construction is required. 

The six targeted camps – at Place Boyer, Place St. Pierre, 
Place Canapé Vert, Sylvio Cator Stadium, Maïs Gaté and 
the prime minister’s office – occupy public cultural, en-
tertainment or administration venues and are viewed as 
eyesores in a country seeking to present a better image and 
lure foreign investors. Successful closure and return could 
send a positive message to the remaining camps, reducing 
tension over the lack of visible reconstruction progress and 
giving the Martelly administration a breather during its first 
months. However, the process may stimulate further evic-
tions if it is not part of a clearly communicated, time-bound 
plan that reassures camp site owners. A bad first effort 
would receive substantial negative media and public atten-
tion. While it is important to regain a sense of normality, the 
camps selected are less than 1 per cent of more than 1,000, 
not the most vulnerable or volatile or in the most under-
served communities, and are above all in Port-au-Prince. 

Reduction of IDPs’ vulnerability should be a priority for 
the urgent closing of camps and the sustainable resettle-
ment of their occupants.115 The recent deaths in the season’s 
first major storms – not even hurricane strength – indicate 
the vulnerability of camp and slum dwellers.116 For these 
 
 
114 Crisis Group interviews, UN, IOM, Haitian government offi-
cials, diplomats, 30 April and 23-26 May 2011. 
115 Only two camps are known to have special urgencies. To vacate 
Place St. Pierre and continue to develop the municipality’s cen-
tral area, Pétion-Ville, Mayor Lydie Parent negotiated lump sum 
compensation of $500 (20,000 HTG) for IDPs. Crisis Group 
interviews, IDP committee members, Place St. Pierre camp, Feb-
ruary, April 2011. A significant percentage of IDPs left, but 
others remain. Some humanitarian workers and government 
officials believe the approach is unsustainable; reportedly some 
IDPs took the money and moved to another camp (up to 150 to 
Place Boyer). Crisis Group interviews, humanitarian actors, 
Port-au-Prince, April 2011; senior Martelly team official, Pétion-
Ville, 28 May 2011. The Sylvio Cator Stadium has been con-
troversial since mid-2010, when IDPs were forced out so it could 
be rehabilitated to international football association (FIFA) 
standards. The company working under a FIFA grant has asked 
that the stadium be vacated, including the parking lot that hosts 
400 IDPs. Crisis Group interview, senior public information 
officer, UNCT, Tabarre, April 2011. 
116 Port-au-Prince and areas of West and Nippes departments 
experienced heavy rains resulting in flooding and landslides the 
night and morning of 6-7 June. OCHA reported twenty dead, 
six missing and six injured. By 2pm on 7 June, 32 of 187 camps 

reasons, it is essential to undertake initiatives to immediately 
extend the plan beyond these six camps and approve a 
comprehensive resettlement strategy. 

It is also intended to launch reconstruction, but the focus is 
on the capital, with no parallel project beyond it, which 
could again send a message of rural exclusion and attract 
more migrants to overcrowded, unsafe slums. The devel-
opment of strategic urban and land use plans through the 
planning and cooperation ministry was accelerated under 
Préval. Among them are an urban development concept 
for Port-au-Prince and economic development poles in 
Cap Haïtien, North; Les Cayes, South; Gonaives, Artibonite; 
and Hinche, Centre. The Martelly team has already met 
with the ministry’s project management, and late June fo-
rums are being organised to begin discussion of urbanisation 
plans for the capital. Participation of women’s groups and 
civil society, including grassroots and community-based 
organisations, is expected.117 Quick follow-up on plans 
for rural provinces would be even more encouraging and 
send a clear message that reconstruction applies country-
wide.118 Resettlement and community rebuilding efforts 
will only have a sustainable impact if the pressure on cities, 
particularly Port-au-Prince, is eased. 

IV. THE WAY FORWARD 

The Action Plan for National Recovery and Development 
(PARDN)119 focuses on territorial, economic, social and 
institutional rebuilding to ensure not only that the infra-
structure destroyed by the earthquake is replaced but also 
that the country is rebuilt in a sustainable way that addresses 
its long-term future. Following his visit, the Representative 
of the UN Secretary-General on the Human Rights of In-
 
 
assessed had been flooded and 470 families affected in Cité 
Soleil slum. “Haiti Flooding Situation Report no. 1”, 7 June 2011.  
117 Crisis Group interviews, senior official UN-Habitat, Port-au-
Prince, 8 June 2011; former senior government officials, Pétion-
Ville, 26 May 2011; housing expert, IHRC, Port-au-Prince, No-
vember 2010. There is also an in-depth strategic plan for the 
Artibonite area, being prepared with support by CIAT that 
should have been completed by the end of 2010 and a strategic 
planning exercise for Saint Marc supported by the Inter-American 
Development Bank (IDB). 
118 On 15 June 2011, President Martelly and the IHRC co-chair, 
former U.S. President Bill Clinton, laid the cornerstone for the 
construction of 400 houses in Zoranger, Croix-des-Bouquets. The 
project marks the first phase of a social housing program con-
ceived under the previous administration for the construction of 
2,000 houses in three departments (West, North East and South). 
The $30 million project is financed by the Inter-American 
Development Bank and executed by the Haitian Economic and 
Social Assistance Fund. See Valéry Daudier, “400 logements 
sociaux dans 100 jours”, Le Nouvelliste. 
119 Action Plan for National Recovery and Development, March 
2010, www.cirh.ht/sites/ihrc/en/Pages/default.aspx. 
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ternally Displaced Persons, Walter Kalin, stated that the 
humanitarian crisis needed a “development solution” to sat-
isfy the economic and social rights of the population and re-
duce dependency on humanitarian aid.120 A sustainable ap-
proach must balance vision with immediate needs. The ini-
tial task of IDP resettlement must tie in with longer-term 
goals, such as capital decongestion, disaster preparedness 
and decentralisation, and address the needs of the entire af-
fected population in both camps and communities. 

The Martelly team will not be able to move swiftly without 
national and international support. A persistent criticism 
on reconstruction is the lack of national consensus around 
the process. The absence of a single government entity to 
coordinate and oversee all resettlement efforts could also 
hamper implementation. In a similar fashion to his prede-
cessor’s attempts to return a section of the Champ de Mars 
camp to a rebuilt Fort National neighbourhood as a model, 
the initial Martelly effort is to use IDP resettlement from 
the six camps as a catalyst for sustainable rebuilding of 
communities. In addition, he would seek to develop and 
agree on a formally approved resettlement plan. Success 
requires effective communication to build a basic consensus 
and community buy-in; mobilisation of full donor and IHRC 
support; and establishment of a one-stop shop for reset-
tlement to strengthen coordination. However, after eighteen 
months, frustration has grown in the camps.  

A. MOBILISING FUNDING 

The task of rebuilding Haiti should be primarily led and 
owned by its government and people, taking into consid-
eration that the fragile quality of its economy and institu-
tions, as well as the extent of the damage (an estimated $10 
billion), requires strong and strategic support from donors. 
Martelly has an initial plan – as yet basically a pilot effort 
– but the state does not have the funds to implement it. If 
resettlement is to be launched immediately and completed in 
the shortest time, the new government must not only mo-
bilise donor support but also ensure that the money can be 
rapidly disbursed. The principal donors have been work-
ing with the Martelly team on preparation of the plan and 
seem to have endorsed it. That should include agreement 
on a budget and a funding schedule that matches operational 
demands. Coordination with two structures is likewise es-
sential: the Interim Haiti Recovery Commission (IHRC) 
and the Haiti Reconstruction Fund (HRF). 

The IHRC, established by presidential decree in April 2010, 
now serves as a donor coordination mechanism for strength-
ening government capacity to provide a more rapid and 

 
 
120 “UN expert urges changed focus for 1.3 million quake survi-
vors still in camps”, UN News, 19 October 2010. 

transparent recovery and reconstruction response.121 Its 
main function is to approve all reconstruction projects by 
a board comprising international representatives of donors 
who have pledged over $30 million to reconstruction and 
national representatives of various Haitian sectors, including 
government, local NGOs and civil society. However, its 
substantive goals are disturbingly behind schedule.122  

The HRF accompanies it as a rapid disbursement mecha-
nism that mobilises, coordinates and allocates bilateral and 
other funding for high-priority projects, programs and 
budget support, but it does not manage all the financial 
resources pledged for reconstruction.123 Neither the IHRC 
nor the HRF has reduced to a meaningful degree the prac-
tice of individual donors to manage and allocate most funds 
and channel them through entities other than the Haitian 
government.124 This poses serious coordination difficulties 
and reduces the opportunity to strengthen government ca-
pacity. Martelly intends to assess the IHRC, whose term 
ends in October, and consider ways to improve it. He further 
indicated willingness for the World Bank to manage the 
HRF.125 It is also important to determine how best to align 
donor priorities within the resettlement plan, so as to reduce 
the fragmentation and proliferation of approaches. 

Some 60 per cent of the original eighteen-month, near $5.6 
billion pledge has yet to be disbursed to recovery projects, 
and too little funding is being pooled in the HRF.126 As of 

 
 
121 See www.cirh.ht/sites/ihrc/en/Pages/default.aspx. 
122 The IHRC board has thirteen Haitian and thirteen interna-
tional representatives and is co-chaired by former U.S. President 
Clinton and the Haitian prime minister. Decisions are taken by 
the board, but the Haitian president has veto powers. See 
www.cirh.ht/sites/ihrc/en/About%20Us/Pages/Organizational 
%20Chart.aspx. See also presidential decree on the creation of 
the IHRC, 21 April 2011, www.cirh.ht/sites/ihrc/en/about%20 
us/Pages/default.aspx. 
123 See http://www.haitireconstructionfund.org. The HRF is 
managed by the World Bank, but decisions are taken by a steer-
ing committee chaired by the Haitian economy and finance 
minister. All proposals for HRF financing must be endorsed by 
the IHRC, consistent with the PARDN. 
124 A recent report of the Office of the UN Special Envoy for 
Haiti confirmed that donors largely continue the pre-quake 
trend of channelling most aid through bilateral and multilateral 
agencies, international and non-governmental organisations and 
private contractors, although it noted an increase from 14 to 23 
per cent in direct funding to the Haitian government system, as 
well as additional projects aimed at strengthening the public 
sector. “Has Aid Changed?: Channelling Assistance to Haiti 
before and after the earthquake”, Office of the UN Special En-
voy for Haiti, June 2011, Summary of Key Data. 
125 Crisis Group interview, President Martelly, Port-au-Prince, 
26 May 2011. 
126 “International Financing for Haiti”, Office of the UN Special En-
voy for Haiti, 27 February 2011, www.haitispecialenvoy.org. 
The 55 public sector donors (governments and multilateral in-
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31 March, seventeen donors had signed agreements with 
the HRF totalling $345 million, of which $312 million 
has been received.127 Two housing and resettlement pro-
jects valued at $87.8 million are currently HRF-funded. A 
high priority needs to be financing implementation of an 
equity-based national housing resettlement plan that em-
phasises relocation of those still in IDP camps and not 
only in Port-au-Prince. Since the IHRC first convened in 
June 2010, housing and shelter projects totalling $270 
million have been approved, but only $211 million has been 
committed and $141 million has been available.128 Increased 
resources are needed for these activities. While the quake’s 
destruction hugely impacted housing, producing an esti-
mated $2.3 billion of direct losses and additional costs of 

 
 
stitutions) who attended the 31 March 2010 New York confer-
ence pledged $5.54 billion in aid for 2010 and 2011. This in-
cludes some $4.53 billion for programs but excludes $1.01 bil-
lion debt relief. Donors have disbursed 30.2 percent ($1.38 bil-
lion) of that $4.53 billion, leaving $3.15 billion to be disbursed. 
An additional $1.74 billion is committed. These donors have 
also disbursed $552.4 million and committed a further $260.2 
million for recovery efforts through mechanisms other than the 
New York pledging process. The $1.38 billion has been appor-
tioned as follows: $192.5 million in budget support directly to 
the government; $45.3 million in budget support to the gov-
ernment through the HRF; $241.1 million in pooled grant fund-
ing to the UN, the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) 
and the World Bank through the HRF; $877 million in grants to 
the government, multilateral agencies, NGOs and private con-
tractors; $23.3 million in loans to the government. Since March 
2010, additional pledges have brought the total for 2010 and 
2011 to $5.7 billion. Crisis Group interview, former senior offi-
cial, IHRC, Port-au-Prince, 13 June 2011. A subsequent report, 
also from the UN Special Envoy for Haiti, found that: “Since 
the earthquake, bilateral and multilateral donors have disbursed 
approximately $1.69 billion in relief aid ($1.55 billion in 2010 
and $140 million in 2011 to date) and $2.12 billion in recovery 
aid ($1.73 billion in 2010 and $392.6 million in 2011 to date)”. 
This included monies pledged in March 2010 as well as other 
funding. Some 37 percent of pledged funds for recovery pro-
jects has been disbursed. It is important to note that “disburse-
ment” does not mean that funds have necessarily already been 
expended on a project but rather that a donor has transferred 
money to a partner, who is to pay it out over the timeframe of a 
project. “Thus donors disbursed $1.55 billion (approximately 
$155 per Haitian) for the relief efforts and $1.73 billion (ap-
proximately $173 per Haitian) for longer-term recovery efforts 
in 2010 only”. “Has Aid Changed?”, op. cit., p. 12. 
127 See “Haiti Reconstruction Fund Financial Report”, 31 March 
2011 (revised 19 April), www.haitireconstructionfund.org. 
128 Crisis Group interview, former senior official, IHRC, Port-
au-Prince, March 2011. See www.cirh.ht/sites/ihrc/en/News% 
20and%20Events/News/Pages/ProjectsStatus.aspx; and “Haiti 
Reconstruction”, GAO, op. cit., p. 40. 

$739 million, only some 8 per cent of the proposed multi-
billion dollar request was directed at housing.129 

Both the IHRC and the HRF are crucial to resettlement, at 
the very least through October. If the Martelly admini-
stration decides to extend the term of the IHRC, enhanced 
coordination with it will be required. The new government 
should name key ministers – planning and cooperation, 
economy and finance, public works, interior, education, 
and health – as its six delegates. That would assure much 
closer engagement and lessen turf-based opposition to the 
IHRC. It would be also important to establish clear proce-
dures for reviewing projects before they go to its board for 
approval, including the active engagement of senior officials.  

B. GIVING RESETTLEMENT A HOME, 
BUILDING NATIONAL CONSENSUS 

The overall reconstruction process, including resettlement 
and housing, has been frequently criticised for insufficient 
national participation and support. This criticism began 
with the processes in February and March 2010 to prepare 
the Post Disaster Needs Assessment and the PARDN, two 
key documents that included significant private sector input 
but insufficient participation of civil society and grassroots 
and community-based organisations.130 This oversight led 
to too little contribution from key groups, such as women, 
whose vulnerability increased in the camps and whose 
special needs were inadequately addressed. 

Though the IHRC has equal numbers of Haitian and interna-
tional representatives, it has not reached out sufficiently to 
the population, which largely perceives it as an international 
body. Most Haitians do not know what reconstruction en-
tails, nor are they systematically informed about decisions 
and actions. Poor communication has meant a lack of trans-
parency, but the launching of the resettlement plan gives 
the Martelly administration an opportunity to draw the 
broader community into the process. 

The government needs to begin by taking the lead on reset-
tlement and housing. In the absence of a functioning hous-
ing authority, it is vital to create a one-stop shop resettlement 
and housing office for planning and to coordinate national 
and international actors involved in implementing the new 
policy. This would not only increase domestic ownership of 
the process and encourage buy-in but also avoid aid over-
laps and inequities and improve public outreach. It could be 

 
 
129 See “Haiti Post Disaster Needs Assessment 2010”, Govern-
ment of Haiti, March 2010, p. 31; and Action Plan for National 
Recovery and Development (PARDN), op. cit., Section 1:8, p. 9. 
130 Crisis Group interviews, senior government adviser, Pétion-
Ville, 23 May 2011. See Crisis Group Report, Haiti: Stabilisa-
tion and Reconstruction after the Quake, op. cit. 
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set up as a strengthened secretariat of the Inter-ministerial 
Committee for Territorial Development (CIAT)131 to fill 
the housing authority gap but would require a clear mandate 
and resources. Whether it continues under the planning 
and cooperation ministry, is transferred to the prime min-
ister’s office or is made a new coordinating office, it must be 
given adequate means. Once a resettlement strategy is ap-
proved, donors should quickly partner with the government 
in funding these measures. 

Decentralising the process to increase local government’s 
role would make resettling 650,000 persons and closing 
more than 1,000 camps less overwhelming. Several humani-
tarian organisations have found reliable counterparts in 
mayors and municipal councils, with whom they work to 
prevent evictions, identify and make available alternate 
camp sites and resolve land issues.132 To play their proper 
role, city halls need more human, financial and material 
resources, which could be achieved by attaching munici-
pal one-stop shops to them. This would give resettlement 
a more bottom-up approach, increase participation of af-
fected communities in decision-making and relieve some 
of the strain of coordination at the centre. 

It is essential that government embrace civil society and 
grassroots and community-based organisations, local NGOs 
and the private sector generally as it resettles IDPs and 
rebuilds. Municipal authorities are well placed to build a 
partnership, since they are closer to the communities. Fi-
nally, as they should be increasingly engaged also in project 
implementation, their input should be sought ahead of 
time on camp closure, community building proposals and 
other decisions. 

C. ADDRESSING THE LAND CONUNDRUM 

The absence of rapid government decisions on critical poli-
cies, programs and projects has been one of the most serious 
resettlement failures. As discussed above, President Préval 
mostly refused to make land available, though he had 
emergency powers and eminent domain authority. Donors 
contributed to delays by not agreeing on a single set of op-

 
 
131 CIAT was created on 30 January 2009 to define government pol-
icy on land development, watershed protection and management, 
as well as water, sanitation and urban planning. It is chaired by 
the prime minister and includes the participation of the follow-
ing ministries: economy and finance, planning and cooperation, 
interior and local government, public works, environment and 
agriculture, natural resources and rural development. See 
www.ciat.gouv.ht/dossiers/dossier.php?val=6_note+presentation.  
132 Crisis Group interviews, senior humanitarian actors, Pétion-
Ville, 30 April, 13 May 2011. Municipalities became de facto 
counterparts when the focus of the central government moved 
to presidential and parliamentary elections for at least a year. 

tions. Lack of policy on land and camps also hampered sani-
tation services, notably latrine construction.133 

Equally important are the complex land tenure issues, par-
ticularly in Port-au-Prince. Within the IDP population are 
many slum-dwellers, renters and squatters, which has 
complicated and slowed efforts to rebuild.134 Clarification 
on tenure is important for return, so transitional shelters or 
permanent houses can be built in former neighbourhoods. 
Even before the earthquake, titles were tenuous or non-
existent; land tenure and occupancy arrangements were 
often informal and poorly documented. As a result, much 
property lacked clearly identified ownership or legal oc-
cupancy. The earthquake highlighted and worsened this, 
as many deaths were not formally registered. Returning 
Haitians to homes without secure tenure creates the poten-
tial for further risks, such as eviction and inflated rent.135 

Resettlement, however, cannot wait for revision of the land 
registry system. Effective interim policies are needed. A 
cadastre is important but would not provide immediate 
answers to the tenure constraints that are slowing recon-
struction. In addition, most IDPs do not own land, so risk 
being excluded if efforts are guided by a cadastre. Before 
the earthquake, security of tenure was not considered an 
immediate problem: the system functioned in communities 
despite deficits. Most residents were not owners, but agree-
ments between occupants and owners were backed by 
community understandings.136  

Donors, however, require assurance that when transitional, 
incremental or permanent houses are built, tenure is secure. 
Given the land registry’s deficiencies, it is not uncommon 
that projects are interrupted due to disputed ownership. 
The prospect of reconstruction has raised high expectations, 
and in the absence of clear communication about plans, 
rumours of free land or shelters are rampant. Persons who 
do not own the land, particularly in the Corail camp area, 
are reportedly taking advantage, purporting to sell plots 
and issue title deeds, further confusing an already complex 
situation.137  

 
 
133 Crisis Group interview, senior official, IFRC, Port-au-Prince, 
12 May 2011. Owners often refused to allow latrines to be in-
stalled on their property. 
134 Lilianne Fan, “Scoping study on housing, land and property 
rights in post-earthquake Haiti: Securing tenure, preventing 
evictions, facilitating return, and strengthening access to justice 
for the vulnerable”, research commissioned by Oxfam GB Haiti 
Earthquake Response, 7 June 2010. 
135 “Haiti Policy Report”, Habitat for Humanity, op. cit. 
136 Crisis Group interview, senior official, UN-Habitat, Delmas, 
10 November 2010. 
137 See “Report of the Independent Expert”, op. cit. It noted 
that: “The resale of those plots with false title deeds was fuel-
ling a wave of real estate speculation with nothing to support it. 
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Project implementers have already begun improvising ways 
to strengthen tenure security by working with local au-
thorities and the communities. The Spanish Red Cross in 
Léogane, at the quake’s epicentre, designed a program 
with city hall to verify land ownership and strengthen secu-
rity before construction of incremental shelters. In com-
munity meetings, the mayor gave the Red Cross and the 
beneficiary a signed document confirming the right to build 
a shelter and live on the property. In Jacmel and Léogane, 
the Canadian Red Cross developed an extensive household 
survey and verification process before starting to build. 
The aim was to enhance land security of beneficiaries by 
making tenure flexible but as close to permanent as pos-
sible.138 Such undertakings are time-consuming and slow 
resettlement but, while mainly local until now, give security 
to the occupant and lay the foundation for a more orderly 
land management system.139  

On a wider scale, IOM has been supporting the government 
by leading a community enumeration exercise, “Overcom-
ing Land Tenure Barriers” (OLTB), intended to acquire 
information on residents and their status in neighbourhoods 
where rebuilding is happening.140 It aims to identify a house-
hold or household head by mapping the community and 
taking an inventory of buildings and land, as well as reg-
istering the occupants of each structure.141 Since January 
2011, it has assessed the status of 2,300 of 4,000 targeted 

 
 
As a result, several families find themselves in possession of 
false title deeds to the same plot of land, which actually belongs 
to the municipality or private owners”. This type of unauthor-
ised sale has been reported in the area of the Corail Cesselesse 
camps, on the outskirts of Port-au-Prince, where tens of thou-
sands have settled on their own terms. Crisis Group interviews, 
senior official, UN-Habitat, Delmas, November 2010; senior 
official, Martelly transition team, Pétion-Ville, 28 May 2011. 
138 Crisis Group interviews, senior Red Cross officials, Delmas, 
Pétion-Ville, and Port-au-Prince, April and May 2011. See also 
“Shelter Technical Brief: Haiti Earthquake Operation First 12 
Months”, Red Cross Red Crescent Societies, January 2011.  
139 Crisis Group interview, senior official, Spanish Red Cross, 
Pétion-Ville, 13 May 2011. 
140 The information developed in the community enumeration 
process will provide the government and international partners 
with a deeper level of detail about what is needed and costs. The 
information can be provided to municipal officials and relevant 
authorities such as the Central Tax Office, (Direction Générale 
des Impôts, DGI) and the National Cadastre Office (ONACA) 
to improve land and property registration. The IHRC housing 
expert considers this data invaluable for programming assis-
tance in communities and tracking progress of reconstruction. He 
proposed creation of the Shelter and Settlements Information 
Systems (SSIS) to coordinate with municipalities and recon-
struction agencies in collecting and disseminating information to 
support reconstruction. Crisis Group interviews, Port-au-Prince, 
October 2010 and April 2011. 
141 Copy of OLTB Factsheet, IOM, May 2011, provided to Crisis 
Group. 

households in Delmas 32, a residential area in Port-au-
Prince. An additional 5,000 households are to be assessed 
in Carrefour Feuilles, a congested hillside neighbourhood in 
the capital known to be violent. The mapping exercise ends 
in July, to be followed by analysis, and the project will 
continue if funding is available.142 

The government, supported by donors, must make concerted 
efforts to empower local authorities, communities and citi-
zens to devise similar measures to strengthen security of 
tenure through a better management system. This is a task 
that can be assigned to city halls, where local mechanisms 
are in place. The IFRC and IOM, as well as some other 
implementing humanitarian agencies, have been able to 
reach agreements that skirt the constraints and produce 
safer housing with more secure tenure.143 

V. CONCLUSION 

The Haitian authorities and people deserve credit for a de-
gree of success in their response to the massive earthquake. 
However, the Préval administration did not take certain 
steps needed to put reconstruction on a promising path. 
Foremost was its failure to adopt a national resettlement 
strategy. What is now essential is a rapid sequence that 
starts with central government decisions, followed by clear 
resolve to implement actions at the local level in order to 
generate massive increases in access to socio-economic 
opportunities. A comprehensive, time-bound sustainable 
resettlement plan – adopted by government and supported 
by donors – is needed at once. The primary goal must not be 
to close camps but to open the way for their residents to re-
turn to pre-quake communities, in parallel to new efforts to 
remedy the high-risk conditions in those communities that 
exacerbated the quake’s destruction. To do otherwise would 
be to perpetuate the problem and undermine the notion of 
building back better. 

Eighteen months after the earthquake, Haiti’s future and their 
own remain uncertain to most citizens, in part because they 
have not been sufficiently included in decisions. Forced 
evictions from camps have caused further disruption in 
the lives of the displaced. The new administration should 
consult widely with civil society, continuing the effective 
communication strategy that distinguished Martelly’s cam-
paign from his predecessor’s style and building support for 
the legislative agenda.  

 
 
142 Crisis Group interview, senior official, IOM/OLTB, 31 May 2011. 
143 Among those are UNOPS, which continues to work with the 
Bristout-Bobin camp, Peguy Ville, in Pétion-Ville; the Canadian 
Red Cross, in Jacmel; IOM in Mt. Lazard; and CHF International 
in Ravine Pintade. 
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Much of society has been left out of decision-making for 
decades, with no stake in planning the country’s future. If 
the new government is to develop the consensus needed to 
accelerate reconstruction and ease hardships, particularly 
for those in camps and slums, national dialogue must extend 
beyond the political parties and the mostly Port-au-Prince 
based civil society groups. Additional parts of civil society, 
particularly peasant groups and others representing the 
rural and urban poor, need to be encouraged to participate 
and given the means to do so. 

The rebuilding process must be Haitian-owned, but the 
financial and technical help of international partners is 
essential to more sustainable reconstruction. Supporting 
investment in housing, infrastructure and economic op-
portunity across the country is critical to preventing fur-
ther unmanageable growth in Port-au-Prince. However, 
donors continue to face difficulties in determining how 
best to support the rebuilding process. The IHRC has not 
resolved donor fragmentation and needs to switch focus 
now to building the ministerial capacity that can enable a 
successful transition to full national responsibility. Agreeing 
on a single coherent vision based on government-defined 
priorities and starting with resettlement would give Hai-
tians greater confidence in their future. Speedy, efficient 
resettlement requires political will, creativity and a basic 
consensus on options. Failure would prolong the high 
susceptibility to major urban disasters that the earthquake 
tragically compounded.  

Port-au-Prince/Brussels, 28 June 2011
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The International Crisis Group (Crisis Group) is an inde-
pendent, non-profit, non-governmental organisation, with some 
130 staff members on five continents, working through 
field-based analysis and high-level advocacy to prevent and 
resolve deadly conflict. 

Crisis Group’s approach is grounded in field research. Teams 
of political analysts are located within or close by countries 
at risk of outbreak, escalation or recurrence of violent conflict. 
Based on information and assessments from the field, it pro-
duces analytical reports containing practical recommen-
dations targeted at key international decision-takers. Crisis 
Group also publishes CrisisWatch, a twelve-page monthly 
bulletin, providing a succinct regular update on the state of 
play in all the most significant situations of conflict or 
potential conflict around the world. 

Crisis Group’s reports and briefing papers are distributed 
widely by email and made available simultaneously on the 
website, www.crisisgroup.org. Crisis Group works closely 
with governments and those who influence them, including 
the media, to highlight its crisis analyses and to generate 
support for its policy prescriptions. 

The Crisis Group Board – which includes prominent figures 
from the fields of politics, diplomacy, business and the 
media – is directly involved in helping to bring the reports 
and recommendations to the attention of senior policy-makers 
around the world. Crisis Group is co-chaired by the former 
European Commissioner for External Relations Christopher 
Patten and former U.S. Ambassador Thomas Pickering. Its 
President and Chief Executive since July 2009 has been 
Louise Arbour, former UN High Commissioner for Human 
Rights and Chief Prosecutor for the International Criminal 
Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and for Rwanda. 

Crisis Group’s international headquarters are in Brussels, 
with major advocacy offices in Washington DC (where it is 
based as a legal entity) and New York, a smaller one in 
London and liaison presences in Moscow and Beijing. 
The organisation currently operates nine regional offices 
(in Bishkek, Bogotá, Dakar, Islamabad, Istanbul, Jakarta, 
Nairobi, Pristina and Tbilisi) and has local field represen-
tation in fourteen additional locations (Baku, Bangkok, 
Beirut, Bujumbura, Damascus, Dili, Jerusalem, Kabul, Kath-
mandu, Kinshasa, Port-au-Prince, Pretoria, Sarajevo and 
Seoul). Crisis Group currently covers some 60 areas of 
actual or potential conflict across four continents. In Africa, 
this includes Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Republic, 
Chad, Côte d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
Eritrea, Ethiopia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Kenya, Liberia, 
Madagascar, Nigeria, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, 
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Canadian International Devel-
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